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Solar Greenhouses
for the Home
Introduction

Larry Sagers
Utah State University
Extension Horticulture
Specialist
Thanksgiving Point Office

The class is done through a
cooperative arrangement
between Utah State University
Extension Service and the
Thanksgiving Point Institute

Thank you for being a part of our
educational offerings

Class guidelines
- Be on time
- Turn off cell phones
- Respect others who are taking
the class

Class guidelines
- Ask questions to understand
- Have fun
- Design your growing structure

Course Outline
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.
10.

Introduction
Should I build a greenhouse?
History of greenhouses
Greenhouse design
Styles of greenhouses
Active and passive greenhouses
Greenhouse glazing
Greenhouse framing
Insulation of greenhouses
Ventilation of greenhouses

To build or not to build, that is
the question.

For almost 25 years, I have
taught this greenhouse class

Most come thinking and
almost tasting the fresh, ripe
tomatoes

They plan to produce these by
the bushels

I do not mean to burst anyone’s
bubble, but…

Greenhouses are expensive

A lot of work to build

They take a lot of time to
operate.

Add to that the considerable
expense for heating

Considerable expense for cooling

Expenses for seeds

Expenses for soil

Expenses for all of the other
needs

It is easy to see, greenhouses
are not for everyone.

Usually someone in class has
owned a milk cow

While a greenhouse might not
be as demanding as the cow

And it does not moo when it
needs attention

It has its own set of demands that
must be satisfied.

As with any project
• I find it helpful to list
the pros and cons,
then consider the
options

Decide what you want to grow

When you want to grow it

Who will take care of the
plants.

Then proceed to ask yourself
the relevant questions.

Costs of building a hobby
greenhouse can vary
• From several hundred

• To many thousands of
dollars

Operating cost can also be
significant in our area

To operate the greenhouse in the
winter the plants need heat

In the summer they need cooler
temperatures

Are you building your own or
having it built

Decide whether to design your
own or purchase a kit

Each has pros and cons but
choose a successful design

Do you want an attached or
detached greenhouse

Attached greenhouses collect
and share heat with your
home

Attached greenhouse are easy to
access

Attached greenhouse
•
•
•
•
•

May breed pests
Increase humidity
Cause odors
Strain the home heating system
Limit pest control options

It is difficult to decide on the
best style

Look at the choices in
catalogs

Visit as many greenhouse types
as possible

Whatever you buy, it is going
to be a long-term investment

Hopefully it provides the best
growing area

It also must blend well with your
home and landscape design

WHAT ARE SOLAR
GREENHOUSES?
• All greenhouses are solar
• Solar design uses techniques to collect
and conserve heat

Conventional Greenhouses
• Overheat on sunny days
• Lose more heat than they gain on
cloudy, windy or cold days
• Lose heat rapidly at night
• Have no way to store significant
amounts of heat

Solar Greenhouses
• Are designed to collect and retain solar
energy
• Reduce the use of fossil fuels for
heating
• Reduce overheating on sunny days
• Contains significant heat storage areas

Permanent Greenhouses
•
•
•
•
•

Sunspaces
Extended living spaces
Season extenders
Cold winter greenhouses
Year round greenhouses

Sunspace Greenhouses
• Collect heat for the residence
• Extend residential living space
• Provide limited, season-extending
conditions in the spring and fall
• Container-grown plants
• Vertical windows with little non-south
facing glazing

Sunspace Greenhouses
• Reduce the need for ventilation
compared with a plant-growing
greenhouses
• Large mass for heat storage not
required; as winter heat is delivered to
the home
• Generally no auxiliary heat is provided

Extended Living Space
Greenhouses
• Attached greenhouse separated from
the house
• During cold, sunny weather, greenhouse
heat supplements home heat
• Heat from the house heats the
greenhouse at night
• Container-grown plants

Extended Living Space
Greenhouses
• Heat conservation during winter and
shading used during summer
• Storage not necessary during cold
months; Home uses extra heat
• Storage may be used in spring and fall
when extra heat is available
• Supplemental heat is often needed in
winter

Season Extending
Greenhouses
• Extends the outdoor growing season in
spring or fall
• Plant starting early in the spring
• Transplant crops from the garden to
continue harvest after frost
• Insulation panels and large thermal
storage masses are needed to retain
heat

Season Extending
Greenhouses
• Auxiliary heating system may be
necessary
• Generally not used for plant production
during the coldest part of the winter
• Cold frames, hotbeds and window
greenhouses are season extenders

Coldhouse Without
Supplemental Heat
• South facing glazing receives maximum
sunlight during the coldest part of winter
• Auxiliary heater needed to maintain
temperatures during the coldest part of
the winter

Year Round Greenhouse
• Warm winter greenhouses use a
supplemental heating system
• Solar heating principles and insulation
techniques greatly reduce fuel usage
• Most expensive to operate

Greenhouse Design-- Pit
• Often heated only by the sun
• Less expensive to build and heat than
many above ground styles
• Snow will not slide off the roof
• Poor ventilation so this is not the best
for summer

Solar Greenhouse Heating
• Passive
• Active
• Hybrid

Passive Solar Systems
•
•
•
•

Low maintenance
Appreciably lower first costs
Lower temperature heat collection
Heat collected on site and stored

Active Solar Systems
•
•
•
•
•

Heat collected and stored in other areas
Rarely used for greenhouses
Much more expensive and complex
Operates at higher temperatures
Moves heat from collection to utilization
site

Hybrid Solar Systems
• Allow more flexibility
• More complicated than passive systems
• Cost is between active and passive
systems

Choose the greenhouse
design that
• Suits overall purpose
• Matches plant growing needs to the site
• Matches geographic and climatic
conditions

Solar Heating Principals
• Orientation
– Slightly eastern orientation allows the
morning sun to clear any condensate
earlier
– Variations up to 20 degrees from true south
reduce the energy by less than 5 percent

Available Space and Cost
• Need or desire, dictate greenhouse size
• Size problem leads to the purchase of a
flimsy boxes that never function
properly as a greenhouse

Available Space and Cost
• A 6'x6' greenhouse can better be
replaced b a 3'x6' hotbed at a quarter of
the price and a tenth of the fuel cost
• Length depends on available space and
money

Solar Greenhouse
Construction

Larry Sagers
Utah State University
Extension Horticulture
Specialist
Thanksgiving Point Office

Glazing Materials

Greenhouse Materials
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Glass
Acrylic
Polycarbonate
Fiber Reinforce Polyester
Laminated Acrylic/Polyester Film
Polyethylene Film
Weatherable Polyester Film

Glass
• Advantages
– Excellent transmissivity
– Superior resistance to heat, U.V., abrasion
– Low thermal expansion/contraction
– Readily available

Glass
• Disadvantages
– Difficult to site fabricate
– Low impact resistance unless tempered
– High cost
– Heavy

Acrylic
• Advantages
– Excellent light transmission
– Superior U.V. & weather resistance
– Won’t yellow
– Lightweight
– Easy to fabricate on site

Acrylic
• Disadvantages
– Easily scratched
– High expansion/contraction
– Slight embrittlement with age
– High cost
– Relatively low service temperatures
– Flammability

Polycarbonate
• Advantages
– Excellent service temperatures
– High impact resistance

Polycarbonate
• Disadvantages
– Some brands have weatherability & U.V.
resistance
– Yellows
– Scratches easily
– Hardware not readily available
– High expansion/contraction

Fiber Reinforced Polyester
• Advantages
– Low cost
– Strong
– Easy to fabricate and install
– Requires special coating to weather well

Fiber Reinforced Polyester
• Disadvantages
– Susceptible to U.V., dust & pollution,
degradation
– Yellows with age
– High expansion/contraction rate

Laminated Acrylic/Polyester
Film
• Advantages
– Combines weatherability of acrylic with
high service temperature of polyester
– Good light transmission

Laminated Acrylic/Polyester
Film
• Disadvantages
– Non-reversible, acrylic must be installed to
the outside
– Susceptible to wind flapping
– Only 4' width available

Polyethylene Film
• Advantages
– Inexpensive
– Easy to install
– Readily available in large sheets

Polyethylene Film
• Disadvantages
– Short life
– Low service temperature
– Cats LOVE to climb on it

Ultraviolet Resistant Polyethylene
• Advantages
– Excellent light transmission
– Last multiple seasons
– Good light diffusion

Ultraviolet Resistant Polyethylene
• Disadvantages
– Only available in 100 foot rolls
– Often discolors or gets algae grow between
multiple layers
– U.V. resistant formulations are more
expensive

Glazing
• Attaching materials
in way to prevent
any cracks and
holes will allow heat
escape

Glazing
• Space between
glazing layers
affects amount of
heat retention/loss

Glazing
• Framing for
attachment needs to
take expansion and
contraction of
material in to
account

Greenhouse Materials

Framing
• 8' minimum length for a freestanding
house
• Aluminum or galvanized steel, are
attractive and low maintenance
• Wood frames are easy to fabricate,
work with and are less expensive than
other materials

Framing
• Use pressure treated wood or redwood
• Do not use creosote or
pentachlorophenol preservatives
because vapors harmful to plants

Flooring
•
•
•
•
•

Concrete block
Concrete
Crushed rock
Brick, mortared or set over sand base
Flagstone

Benches
• Beds
• Shelves
• Storage for Supplies

Heat Consevation

Greenhouse Styles from Different
Manufacterers

Larry Sagers
Utah State University
Extension Horticulture
Specialist
Thanksgiving Point Office

Greenhouse Styles or
Manufacturer

American Harvest

Gardeners Supply

Gardeners Supply

Homemade PVC Pipe Frame

Gardener Homemade Design

Farmington Solar
Greenhouses

Larry Sagers
Utah State University
Extension Horticulture
Specialist
Thanksgiving Point Office

Farmington Solar
Greenhouses

Farmington Solar
Greenhouses

Replacement Storm Door
Panels

Ventilation Louvers

Water Storage Greenhouse

Water Storage Greenhouse

Water Storage Greenhouse

Water Storage Greenhouse

Water Storage Greenhouse

Thermal curtains

Trombe Wall Storage

Trombe Wall Storage

Trombe Wall Storage

Rock Storage

Rock Storage

Rock Storage

Solar Design

Larry Sagers
Utah State University
Extension Horticulture
Specialist
Thanksgiving Point Office

Solar Greenhouses –
• What they are and why they work in
Utah
• Active Solar
– Need power to move heated air

• Passive Solar
– Systems have no outside power

Solar Greenhouses
• Basic principles of solar greenhouse
– Solar Design
– Solar Heat Absorption
– Solar Heat Storage
– Insulation
– Ventilation

Sun’s Path Summer/Winter

Solar Azimuth
www.attra.org/attra-pub/solar-gh.html

Basic Principles of Solar
Greenhouse Design
• Glazing material oriented to receive
maximum solar heat during the winter

Solar Heated Greenhouse
Reflective
material on wall
North wall

Can insulate north
wall with straw
before placing
collectors
Heat collection system

Thermal curtains
South wall -glazing

Collects
reflective
solar heat

Select Location Carefully

Solar Azimuth for Erda, Utah

Guides to Solar Heating
• Solar orientation
• Heat absorption materials
• heat exchange through “phase-change”
or “latent heat storage materials”

Solar Altitude
• http://aa.usno.navy.mil/data/docs/
AltAz.html

Astronomical Applications
Dept. U.S. Naval Observatory
Washington, DC 20392-5420

• Altitude TOOELE, UTAH
• N40 32 Altitude of the Sun Dec 21,
2006 Mountain Standard Time
• 12:00 Noon
• 25.7 Degrees

Solar Angle

Orientation
For optimum temperature and light the orientation and
tilt are important.
 ORIENTATION
Actually, a north-south oriented greenhouse will
provide
more sunlight over the complete year compared to eastwest oriented greenhouse.

Orientation
For optimum temperature and light the orientation and
tilt are important.For receiving maximum radiation in
winter, the greenhouse should face east-west
direction.If local conditions ,it is not possible to orient
greenhouse in the east-west direction we can change
direction up to 20o

Tilt
• From a solar radiation standpoint,
the greenhouse roof angle is
important. Select the slope for
winter use with an
optimum angle of tilt equal to latitude of
place plus 15o

Tilt
• It is necessary to be carefull about around of
greenhouse since the high buildings may
prevent the sunlight

Solar Heat Absorption

North Wall Covering
• Reflective material used to increase
light levels in greenhouse
– Walls not used for heat retention system
must be of reflective material
– Wall behind heat retention system should
also be reflective material

Solar Heat Storage

Solar Heat Storage
• Heat must be stored
in northern climates

Solar Heat Storage
• Common methods:
rocks, concrete, or
water placed in
direct line with
sunlight to absorb
heat

Solar Heat Storage
• Brick or concrete
only retain heat in
first 4 inches

Solar Heat Storage
• Water filled
containers work well
– need ratio of water
to each square foot
of glazing

Phase-Change Materials
• Absorb and store heat when changing
from solid to liquid phase
• Release heat when they change back to
solid phase
– Many types
– Water most know though chemicals are
used

Longwood Solar
Greenhouses

Longwood Solar
Greenhouses

Longwood Solar
Greenhouses

Longwood Solar
Greenhouses

Phase-Change Materials
• Absorb and store heat when
changing from solid to liquid phase
• Release heat when they change
back to solid phase
– Many types
– Water most know though chemicals
are used

Longwood Solar
Greenhouses

Water Ratio to Glazing
• Calculate water storage needs:
• If using greenhouse year around need 5
gallons of water for each square foot of
glazing

Water Ratio to Glazing
• If using greenhouse as season extender
need 2.5 gallons of water for each square
foot of glazing

Water Retention Systems
• Outdated
recommendations
use 55 gallon black
barrels

Water Retention Systems

Water Retention Systems

Water Retention Systems

Water Retention Systems

Water Retention Systems
• 1 gallon clear jugs hold more heat –
more surface ratio than barrels

Water Retention Systems
• Milk jugs degrade in high light very
quickly
• Clear glass containers are best but
breakage and expense is high

Rock Wall Retention System
• Three square feet of four-inch thick
brick or cinder block wall for each
square foot of glazing for year around
growing needed:
– tremendous amount of rock – will use free space
in greenhouse

Rock Wall Retention System
• Rocks should be 1 to 1.5 inches in diameter
to provide high surface area for heat
absorption
– above calculations used for rock amounts

Conserving Heat
• Repair broken glass or holes in the
plastic covering
• Close holes under the foundation of
plastic covered houses
• Have the heating system checked to
make sure it operates at peak efficiency

Conserving Heat
• Check thermostats with an accurate
thermometer
• Insulate distribution pipes or ducts in
areas where heat is not required
• Insulate north walls

Insulation
– Polyurethane foams or polystyrene foams

Insulation
• Walls and Doors
– Seal doors and vents with weather
stripping

Insulation
Fiberglass batts need to be covered so they
stay dry

Conserving Heat
• Cover unused fans and vents in winter
months

Insulation
– Floors
• Floors are overlooked in insulating
• Dig out soil place foam board then soil over
boards

Ventilation

Other Greenhouse Information

Choosing a Builder
• What will the builder provide? What do
you have to provide?
• Is the starting and completion date
specified?
• Will the builder supply you with
references?
• Is the builder insured?

Choosing a Builder
• Does the contract include written
specifications for the materials?
• How is payment to be made?
• Does the contract contain a payment
hold back clause?
• Does the contractor provide a warranty?

Remodeling or New
Construction
•
•
•
•
•

Energy conservation
Glazing materials
Floor heating systems
Insulation material
Ventilation methods

Compost Heating Systems
• Animal manure
– Horse with straw bedding
– Cow
– Chicken
Heat from the composting process used for
greenhouse heat.
Heat from composting material last about one month
in cooler temperatures.

Composted Manure Heating
Systems
• Under floor of greenhouse
• In pit with cover like Quonset hut
– Pipes leading to greenhouse transfer heat
– Need to watch buildup of gases that may
occur during first days of composting
Compost can than be used in garden/fields
or for growing in flats in greenhouse
Compost can also be an additional source of
income

• Wood heating system outside of
greenhouse would work with pipes
leading to greenhouse
– Free standing building with wood stove
inside
• pipes bring steam into greenhouse
• water condenses losing heat
• returns to heating system in solid form
Circular system for water use at minimum

1.Introduction
At first,
withthrough
greenhouse
effect on fig.warming
1 [1]. it
Heat from
thelets
sunstart
passes
the atmosphere,
up, and most of it warms the surface of the planet. As the
Earth warms up, it emits heat in the form of infra-red radiation much like a hot pan emits heat even after it's taken away from
the cooker. Some of this heat is trapped by the atmosphere,
but the rest escapes into space. The so-called "greenhouse
gases" make the atmosphere trap more of this radiation, so it
gradually warms up more than it should [1].

Figure 1. Greenhouse effect.

Solar greenhouses are the enclosures where
crops, vegetables or flowers are provided proper
environment under adverse climatic conditions for
plant growth and production. Certainly all
greenhouses receive necessary sunlight from the sun
required for photosynthesis and also supplementary
heat during cold months from sun. In tropical
countries ambient temperature is quite high so
summer geenhouses can be designed for reducing
the inside temperature and the plants receive
sufficient of sunlight required for photosynthesis [2].
As an example, a greenhouse is shown in fig. 2 [3].

Basic plant growth
There are many plant growth factors
– Light for photosynthesis
– Temperature for enzymes
– Humidity
– The amount of CO2
– Air movement
– Water and nutrients

Types of Systems
• A home furnace is not adequate to for an
attached greenhouse.
• A 220-volt electric heater, however, is
efficient, and works well.
• Small gas or oil heaters also work well.
• Solar heat was popular during the energy
crisis, but is not economical to use.
– Separate solar collection and storage
systems require much space.
– Greenhouse owners can experiment
to reduce fossil-fuel consumption.

Types of Heating Systems
• Heating systems can be fueled by:
–
–
–
–

Electricity
Gas
Oil
Wood

• The heat can be distributed by:
–
–
–
–

forced hot air
Radiant heat
Hot water
Steam

• The choice of a heating system and fuel

Safety
• To prevent harmful gases from
contacting plants:
– All gas, oil, and wood systems must be
properly vented.
– Use fresh-air vents to supply oxygen for
burners.

• Safety controls, such as safety pilots
and a gas shutoff switch, should be
used as required.

Calculating Heating Capacity
• Systems are rated in British thermal units
(Btu) per hour (h).
• To estimates Btu’s (Q), use three factors:
– A is the total exposed (outside) area of the
greenhouse in square feet (ft2).
– u is the heat loss factor (heat energy flowing out of
the greenhouse).
• A single cover of plastic or glass has a value of 1.2 Btu/h
x ft2 x oF
• A double-layer cover has a value of 0.8 Btu/h x ft2 x oF

– (Ti-To) is the maximum temperature difference
between the lowest outside temperature (To) in

Example
• If a rigid-frame or post and rafter freestanding
greenhouse 16 feet wide by 24 feet long, 12
feet high at the ridge, with 6 feet sidewalls, is
covered with single-layer glass from the
ground to the ridge, what size gas heater
would be needed to maintain 60oF on the
coldest winter night (0oF)?
– Calculate the total outside area (Figure 4):
• two long sides 2 x 6 ft x 24 ft = 288 ft2two ends 2 x 6ft x
16 ft = 192 ft2
• Roof 2 x 10 ft x 24ft = 480 ft2
• Gable ends 2 x 6 ft x 8 ft = 96 ft2
• A = 1,056 ft2

Other Factors
• When different materials are used in the
construction of the walls or roof, heat loss
must be calculated for each.
• For electrical heating, covert Btu/h to
kilowatts:
– Divide Btu/h by 3,413.

• If a wood, gas, or oil burner is located in the
greenhouse, a fresh-air inlet is needed to
maintain an oxygen supply to the burner.
– The inlet pipe should be the diameter of the flue
pipe.

Compost Heating Systems
• Animal manure
– Horse with straw bedding
– Cow
– Chicken
Heat from the composting process used for
greenhouse heat.
Heat from composting material last about one month
in cooler temperatures.

Composted Manure Heating
Systems
• Under floor of greenhouse
• In pit with cover like Quonset hut
– Pipes leading to greenhouse transfer heat
– Need to watch buildup of gases that may
occur during first days of composting
Compost can than be used in garden/fields
or for growing in flats in greenhouse
Compost can also be an additional source of
income

• Wood heating system outside of
greenhouse would work with pipes
leading to greenhouse
– Free standing building with wood stove
inside
• pipes bring steam into greenhouse
• water condenses losing heat
• returns to heating system in solid form
Circular system for water use at minimum
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Earth warms up, it emits heat in the form of infra-red radiation much like a hot pan emits heat even after it's taken away from
the cooker. Some of this heat is trapped by the atmosphere,
but the rest escapes into space. The so-called "greenhouse
gases" make the atmosphere trap more of this radiation, so it
gradually warms up more than it should [1].

Figure 1. Greenhouse effect.

Solar greenhouses are the enclosures where
crops, vegetables or flowers are provided proper
environment under adverse climatic conditions for
plant growth and production. Certainly all
greenhouses receive necessary sunlight from the sun
required for photosynthesis and also supplementary
heat during cold months from sun. In tropical
countries ambient temperature is quite high so
summer geenhouses can be designed for reducing
the inside temperature and the plants receive
sufficient of sunlight required for photosynthesis [2].
As an example, a greenhouse is shown in fig. 2 [3].

Basic plant growth
There are many plant growth factors
– Light for photosynthesis
– Temperature for enzymes
– Humidity
– The amount of CO2
– Air movement
– Water and nutrients

Orientation
For optimum temperature and light the orientation and
tilt are important.
 ORIENTATION
Actually, a north-south oriented greenhouse will
provide
more sunlight over the complete year compared to eastwest oriented greenhouse.

Orientation
For optimum temperature and light the orientation and
tilt are important.For receiving maximum radiation in
winter, the greenhouse should face east-west
direction.If local conditions ,it is not possible to orient
greenhouse in the east-west direction we can change
direction up to 20o

Tilt
• From a solar radiation standpoint,
the greenhouse roof angle is
important. Select the slope for
winter use with an
optimum angle of tilt equal to latitude of
place plus 15o

Tilt
• It is necessary to be carefull about around of
greenhouse since the high buildings may
prevent the sunlight

Building a Greenhouse
Heating

Source: Fact Sheet
645 - University of
Maryland Co-op
Extension Service,
David S. Ross,
Extension Agric.
Engineer, Dept.
of Agric. Engineering

©2001 AgriTeach.com (103001ms)

Freestanding - Shed Type
Greenhouses
• Steep north roof pitched to the highest
summer sun angle for maximum year-round
light reflection on to plants
• Vertical north wall for stacking heat storage
• 40-60 degree sloped south roof glazing
• Vertical kneewall high enough to
accommodate panting beds and snow sliding
off roof
• End walls partially glazed for added light

Design and Orientation –
Freestanding Greenhouses
Cold winters, northern
latitudes

Cold winters, middle
U.S. latitudes

Mild winters, southern latitudes

Design and Orientation –
Freestanding Greenhouses
North wall

Cold winters, northern
latitudes
South wall

South facing wall is glazed to collect the optimum amount of solar energy
Longest portion runs east to west rather than north to south
North-facing wall is well insulated to prevent heat loss
North wall is covered or painted with reflective material due to loss of
incoming light

Quonset Hut Style
• Rounded, symmetrical structures
• Hard to insulate on north side
– Can use bales of straw/old hay

• Hard to insulate total greenhouse in any
manner –
– Double layers of plastic

• Can use earth thermal storage (ETS) –
process in which solar heat is collected and
stored in the soil beneath the floor

Solar Greenhouses
• Basic principles of solar
greenhouse
–
–
–
–
–

Solar Design
Solar Heat Absorption
Solar Heat Storage
Insulation
Ventilation

Remodeling or New
Construction
• Energy conservation
• Glazing materials
• Floor heating systems
• Insulation material
• Ventilation methods

Guides to Solar Heating
• Solar orientation
• Heat absorption materials
• heat exchange through
“phase-change” or “latent heat
storage materials”

Solar Greenhouse –
• Four basic differences from
conventional greenhouses
– Glazing oriented to maximize solar
heat
– Heat storing material
– Large amounts of insulation
• Glazing material acts as insulation

– Rely on primary or natural ventilation

Freestanding - Shed Type
Greenhouses
• Steep north roof pitched to the highest
summer sun angle for maximum year-round
light reflection on to plants
• Vertical north wall for stacking heat storage
• 40-60 degree sloped south roof glazing
• Vertical kneewall high enough to
accommodate panting beds and snow sliding
off roof
• End walls partially glazed for added light

Design and Orientation –
Freestanding Greenhouses
North wall

Cold winters, northern
latitudes
South wall

South facing wall is glazed to collect the optimum amount of solar energy
Longest portion runs east to west rather than north to south
North-facing wall is well insulated to prevent heat loss
North wall is covered or painted with reflective material due to loss of
incoming light

Quonset Hut Style
• Rounded, symmetrical structures
• Hard to insulate on north side
– Can use bales of straw/old hay

• Hard to insulate total greenhouse in any
manner –
– Double layers of plastic

• Can use earth thermal storage (ETS) –
process in which solar heat is collected
and stored in the soil beneath the floor

Suns Path Summer/Winter

Solar Heated Greenhouse
Reflective
material on wall
North wall

Can insulate north
wall with straw
before placing
collectors
Heat collection system

Thermal curtains
South wall -glazing

Collects
reflective
solar heat

Solar Heat Storage
• Heat must be stored in northern
climates
• Common methods: rocks,
concrete, or water placed in direct
line with sunlight to absorb heat
• Brick or concrete only retain heat
in first 4 inches
• Water filled containers work well –
need ration of water to each square
foot of glazing

Water Ratio to Glazing
• Calculate water storage needs:
• If using greenhouse year around
need:
– 5 gallons of water for each square foot of
glazing

• If using greenhouse as season
extender need:
– 2.5 gallons of water for each square foot of
glazing

Water Retention Systems
• 1 gallon clear jugs hold more heat
– more surface ratio than barrels
• Will degrade in high light very
quickly
• Clear glass containers are best but
breakage and expense is high

Rock Wall Retention
System
• Three square feet of four-inch thick
brick or cinder block wall for each
square foot of glazing for year
around growing needed:
– tremendous amount of rock – will use free
space in greenhouse

Rock Wall Retention
System
Rocks should be 1 to 1.5 inches in diameter to
provide high surface area for heat
absorption
– Previous calculations used for rock amounts

Greenhouse Successes
• Keeps Out Snow
• Keeps House Warmer
• Add Function To Home
• Maintains Plants Well

Growing Smart
• Be innovative
• Use some of each systems
described
• Experiment to see what will work
for how many months
• Use list of books at back of
handout for more information

• Wood heating system outside of
greenhouse would work with pipes
leading to greenhouse
– Free standing building with wood
stove inside
• pipes bring steam into greenhouse
• water condenses losing heat
• returns to heating system in solid form
Circular system for water use at minimum

Insulation
• Walls and Doors
– seal doors and vents with weather
stripping
– Polyurethane foams, polystyrene
foams, and fiberglass batts are good
• need to be covered so they stay dry

• Floors
• floors are one place overlooked in
insulating
– dig out soil place foam board then soil over

Control Watering
• Usually, the larger the plant, the less
frequently it needs water
• Use a mister or water from the bottom
with seedlings
• Remember that different crops have
different water needs

Calculating Heater
Requirements
• Decide minimum inside temperature
• Estimate the minimum outside
temperature
• Subtract the outside from the inside
temperature to calculate the
temperature difference

Calculating Heater
Requirements
• Estimate the glazing surface area
• Multiply glazing surface area by
temperature difference and a U factor to
find heat loss through the glazing
• Measure the length of the exposed
perimeter

Calculating Heater
Requirements
• Multiply perimeter length by the
temperature difference and a heat loss
factor of 0.6 BTU/hr oF ft
• Add the heat loss through the perimeter
and glazing to calculate the heater size

Conserving Heat
• Keep doors closed - use a door closer
or spring
• Weatherstrip doors, vents and fan
openings
• Lubricate louvers frequently so that they
close tightly; A partially open louver
drastically increases heat losses

Florescent Lighting
• Good supplemental light sources
• Poor for photoperiod control; they emit
little infrared light
• Three times more efficient than
incandescent lamps; (they cost less to
run, but fixtures cost more than
incandescents)

Florescent Lighting
• Long lived; Typical service life of 7,500
to 13,000 hours,
• They are best replaced once a year
• Cool operating; Plants won’t burn even
if they touch the lamp
• Water accidentally splashed on the
lamp will not break them

Sanitation for Pest Control
•
•
•
•
•

No smoking in the greenhouse
Keep floors clean
Wash utensils and tools after use
Keep hose end off the floor
Wash used pots and flats with chlorine
bleach and water (1:9 ratio)

Sanitation for Pest Control
• Remove dead foliage
• Don’t allow weeds to grow next to the
greenhouse
• Keep screen door to greenhouse
closed; don’t invite insects in
• Check any new plants for pests
• Destroy diseased plants

Control Watering
• Water thoroughly, but but avoid
overwatering
• Water when the top of the soil is dry
• Water at the base of the plant, not on
the foliage

4.4.Heat storage in the
greenhouse
The temperature, in the greenhouse can be
maintained
and the energy can be conserved by using a suitable
thermal energy device, as shown in fig. 8 [5]. A few
parameters of heat storage materials are given below.
 The different heat storage materials proposed for use
in
the greenhouse are sensible heat storage materials like
water, oil, rock, adobe, masonary wall, soil, etc [2].
 The position of thermal storage mass in the
greenhouse

 The size of storage materials is also important. The
large
size means, it can store more heat with more time but if
it is
small, it store less heat with small time interval.
Actually, the ground in the greenhouse when
exposed to
the sun also stores the heat and the amount of heat
storage depends on the moisture content of the soil [1].

5.Styles of greenhouses
With respect to their apearance, two main styles
greenhouses exist. They are lean-to (attached) and
freestanding greenhouses.
 LEAN-TO DESIGN
In the lean-to design as shown in fig. 9 and fig. 10,
the
greenhouse is put against the wall of building and thus
makes use of maximum sun light and minimum roof
support sutructure. Usually,this style is not for
commercial
purpose. The heat loss in this type is very low.

EXTERNAL INSULATING
You can also insulate your greenhouse by burying part of
the base in the ground or building it into the side of a
south-facing hill. Straw bales or similar insulating material
can also be placed along the unglazed outside walls to
reduce heat loss from the greenhouse. Underground or
bermed greenhouses, as shown in fig. 12, provide
excellent insulation against both cold winter weather and
the heat of summer. They also provide good protection
against windy conditions [5].

8.Ventilation
A building designed to collect heat when temperatures
are cold also needs to be able to vent heat when
temperatures are warm. Air exchange is also critical in
providing plants with adequate levels of carbon dioxide
and controlling humidity. Roof ridge and sidewall vents
provide natural ventilation. The sidewall vents allow cool
air to flow into the sides of the greenhouse, while ridge
vents allow the rising hot air to escape. Some wind is
necessary for this type of ventilation system to function
effectively. On still, windless days, fans are necessary to
move air through the greenhouse. The area of the
venting should be equal to between 1/5 to 1/6 of the
greenhouse floor area [5].

Ventilation requirements vary with the weather and season.
One must decide how much the greenhouse will be used.
In summer, 1 to 1½ air volume changes per minute are
needed. Small greenhouses need the larger amount. In winter,
20 to 30 percent of one air volume exchange per minute is
sufficient for mixing in cool air without chilling the plants.
Mechanical ventilation uses an exhaust fan to move air out
one end of the greenhouse while outside air enters the other end
through motorized inlet louvers. Exhaust fans should be sized to
exchange the total volume of air in greenhouse each minute.
Small package evaporative coolers have a fan and evaporative
pad in one box to evaporate water, which cools air and increases
humidity. Heat is removed from the air to change water from
liquid to a vapor [4].

11.Conclusion
Solar greenhouse technology is one way of the using
solar energy. It provides ideal environment for plants in
all
year and helps to obtain maximum efficient from plants.
So
for obtaining the vegetables, fruits, and flovers which
are
out of season or from another climate condition, we
have to
use and develop greenhouses[7].

Heating Requirements
• The heating requirements of a
greenhouse depend on:
– The desired temperature for the plants
grown.
– The location and construction of the
greenhouse.
– The total outside exposed area of the
structure.

• As much as 25 percent of the daily heat
requirement may come from the sun
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4.2.Modes of heat transfer
The greenhouse should be designed to maximize the
input of solar radiation which will require large glazing
area. Increasing the glazing area means increasing heat
loss from greenhouse to outside.In order to optimum
sunlight and temperature glazing area must be optimum.
The energy flow diagram of a greenhouse is shown
fig. 5 [2].

Starplate Greenhouse

Starplate Greenhouse

Fiberglass covering

Interior

Hatch Frame-up Greenhouse

Hatch Frame-up Greenhouse

Hatch Frame-up Greenhouse

Frame-up Greenhouse

Frame-up Greenhouse

Frame-up Greenhouse

Frame-up Greenhouse

Frame-up Greenhouse

Frame-up Greenhouse

Frame-up Greenhouse

Frame-up Greenhouse

Frame-up Greenhouse

Frame-up Greenhouse

Frame-up Greenhouse

Venting for Solar Greenhouse on
Warm Days

Trombe Wall Solar Heating

South side of
greenhouse

Masonry wall, dark colored, on south side collects heat and heat enters
greenhouse through openings in the south wall. faced with a 1 or 2 layers of
glass placed ½ to ¾ inches from masonry wall.
Drawback - Expensive system to build.

Figure 5. Energy flow in a solar greenhouse.

Figure 8. Heat storage by storage materials.

6.Active and passive
greenhouses
 ACTIVE GREENHOUSES
The greenhouses, in which auxiliary energy is used
for
distribution, are called as active type. An active method
for
solar heating greenhouses uses “subterranean heating”.
This method involves forcing solar heated air, water or
phase change materials which moves through the pipes
buried in the floor [5].

 PASIVE GREENHOUSES
In that kind of greenhouses there is no use of
auxiliary
energy for disturibution. The energy distiribution is
obtained
by convection and heat storage materials.

7.Insulation
Obviously, one of the most imortant thing about
performance of greenhouses is their insulation.
 WALL AND FLOOR INSULATION
• Glazing is what allows light and heat into a solar
greenhouse. It can also be the greatest area for
heat loss. As mentioned previously, increasing the
insulating value of glazing often decreases the
amount of sunlight entering the greenhouse.
When selecting glazing for your greenhouse, look
for materials that provide both good light
transmission and insulating value. For example,
polyethylene films referred to as "thermal films"
have an additive that helps reduce heat loss.
Double or triple glazing provides better
insulationthan single glazing [2].

• Greenhouse curtains limit the amount of heat lost through
greenhouse glazing during the night and on cloudy days. By
installing greenhouse insulation sheets made from 6 cm
thick bats of polystyrene, you can reduce the heat that
would otherwise be lost through the glazing [2]. The various
conservation techniques and resulting percentage annual
saving are given in table 2 [2].

On greenhouse floors, brick, masonry or flagstone serves
as a good heat sink. However, they can quickly lose heat to
the ground if there is not an insulating barrier between the
flooring and the soil. To protect against heat loss, insulate
footings and the foundation with 3.5 cm to 7cm sheets of
rigid insulation or with a 15 cm wide trench filled with
pumice stone [1].

Figure 12. Structure of an underground greenhouse [5].

9.The different greenhouses
The other kinds of greenhouses which have different
design and working principles, are shown in fig. 13,14
[2].

Figure 13. Brace solar greenhouse design

Figure 14. Kısr solar greenhouse design.

